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Welcome

This webinar is being 
recorded live. 

You’ll receive the 
recording via email 
after the webinar.

All attendees are in 
listen-only mode. 
Feel free to ask any 

questions in the Zoom 
chat.

We’ll answer any 
questions at the end 

(time permitting)
or via email.



Joe Jorczak
Head of Industry, 
Service & Support

Arnfinn Austefjord
Global Head of Training 

and Certification
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Yext is the Answers Company

Founded in 2006 13 Global Offices1500+ Employees NYSE: YEXT



Agenda

1. The KM Landscape Today

2. What is Findability?

3. What is Discoverability?

4. Best Practices for Both

5. Yext for Service & Support

6. Q&A



Finding 
information 

today is akin 
to starting a 

treasure 
hunt 

Where should I start? Do I trust this source? How long is this going to take?
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“The next best thing to 
knowing something 

is knowing where 
[and how] to find it.”



Increasingly, both consumers and 
agents prefer to help themselves

63%
of customers always or 
almost always start with a 
search on a company’s 
online resources when 
they have an issue.

40%
or more of live support 
volume could be 
resolved in self-service 
channels.

81%
of all customers attempt 
to take care of matters 
themselves before 
reaching out to a live 
representative.



Customer support always starts with a 
question

“How do I…” 
Start with a Search 

Engine

● Expert Sites

Your Brand’s
Website

● Product Pages
● FAQs & Blogs
● Learning Academy
● Community Forum
● Chatbots
●  Offers & more

Hand-off to 
Agent-Assisted 

Help

● Help Articles
● How to Videos
● Technical Docs
● More Bots
● Contact us
●  . . .

Self-Service 
Experience

Customer Agent

● Reviews ● Social Pages
● YouTube ● Locations

●  . . .
●  Products ●  News



Information is scattered & hard to access

The agent experience is fragmented,  
inefficient, and frustrating

Agent

Inbound Tickets (x100 or x1000)

Review
Triage

Research
Compose

Notes
Disposition

of consumers now expect 
immediate responses 
(10 minutes or less!)90% Field Service

Training Hub

Videos

Product Catalogs

Partner Resources

Communities

Wiki/Doc Library
Policies & Procedures

Product Specs

Technical Docs

Agent-only KB

Order/Shipping

Knowledge Base(s) Warranty Data



Findability Discoverability

[ pro tip: both are important ] 

How easy is it for someone to 
find known data, information, 
or knowledge using search or 

browse?

How easy is it for someone to 
encounter information or 

knowledge that was not explicitly 
sought out?



Findability:
How easy is it for someone to find known data, 

information, or knowledge using search or browse?



Findability:
How easy is it for someone to find known data, 

information, or knowledge using search or browse?



Third-party Findability
Answer your customers’ questions before they even reach your help site by improving your ranking and presence in search

● Control your brand experience at scale by 
addressing customers' issues on 
third-party search engines while also 
influencing rich search results

● Acquire web traffic by pulling customers 
from third-party search engines onto your 
own digital properties

● Engage with high-intent consumers by 
monitoring and answering questions 
across your locations, reviews, and Q&A 
on major search engines

89% of millennials use a search engine 
to find answers before making a 
call to get customer service



First-party Findability
Empower customers to find instant answers to their support questions within your FAQs, guides, tutorials, videos, ebooks, 

product manuals, and more

● Empower customers to self-serve by 
providing direct answers to your customers' 
questions - no long-form articles or blue 
links

● Build strong brand loyalty by delivering a 
superior CX that displays content in a single 
unified search experience 

● Anticipate consumer intent and 
recommend answers based on what has 
historically solved customer problems

85% of customer service interactions 
will start with self-service by 
2022, up from 48% in 2019



Example of 3rd Party Findability Example of 1st Party Findability

Easy, consistent 
direct answer 
returned in both 

experiences



Use Yext Pages to ensure 
your content is formatted 
for findability on Google 
and other search engines 

using schema.org 
optimizations

https://www.yext.com/platform/pages


Samsung improves First-party Findability 
with Yext
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+45%
Net Promoter Score (NPS)

+33%
Customer Satisfaction (CSAT)

+19%
More Engagement 
with Samsung’s Help Site

<10WK
It took less than ten weeks for 
Samsung to fully launch with 
Yext Support Answers



Discoverability:
How easy is it for someone to encounter information 

or knowledge that was not explicitly sought out?



External Discoverability
Decrease case creation by recommending related content based on the issue being raised - right within the case 

submission form

● Reduce friction and cost-to-serve by 
suggesting relevant answers right as 
customers fill out the details of their 
issue

● Proactively deflect ticket 
submissions and reduce inbound 
case volume by suggesting relevant 
content

44% of tickets could be deflected 
with a modern AI Search 
solution



Internal Discoverability
Help agents find instant answers in their internal portal as they guide customers in troubleshooting issues

● Empower your agents to drive faster case 
resolution by suggesting relevant content

● Reduce agent attrition by keeping them 
educated and equipped for success

● Give agents visibility into what your 
customers need most

20% Average percent of time an 
agent spends understanding 
customer questions and 
searching for information



Proactively 
suggest relevant 

information at the 
moment of need



Key considerations:
To get the most value of out of your content and 

knowledge resources
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Utilize search feedback to optimizes the 
customer experience

1. Collect Feedback
● Analytics
● Reviews
● Search Logs
● Engagement

4. Provide Better      
     Answers

● Better CX
● Increased Revenue
● Reduced Costs to Serve

3. Improve Knowledge
     Graph 

● Collect more information
● Create new information
● Re-organize information
● Transform information

2. Analyze Feedback
● Search clustering
● Sentiment analysis
● Direct Answers results
● And more.

Search 
Feedback 

Loop



Organize your data with 
a Knowledge Graph
The foundation of your natural language 
experiences starts with how your data is 
stored. 

That’s why Yext experiences are built on a 
Knowledge Graph, your own brain-like 
database that is structured with real-world 
entities and their relationships. 

Building out your own Knowledge Graph is 
easy with dozens of integration options, 
and is easily structured in the way that 
best fits your brand and your use cases.

Learn more here: https://www.yext.com/content/knowledge-graph-for-support 

https://www.yext.com/content/knowledge-graph-for-support


Bringing it all together
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Leverage NLP & 
analytics to 

reduce customer 
effort

Meet your 
customers and 
agents where 

they are

Organize your 
data and 

information in 
one place



About Yext



Support 
Case 

Resolution

Start of
Support
Journey

Reduce Resolution Times

1. User asks a support 
question to a 3rd 

party search platform 
like Google

5. They get connected 
to a support agent who 

needs access to 
information across 

many different systems

Help Site Portal 
Search

SEO for Help 
Center Content

4. Frustrated, they’re 
ready to call, email, or 

create a support ticket

Case Form 
Deflection

Agent Desktop 
Search

3. They end up on your 
support help center to 

look for self-serve 
answers—or worse, 

can’t even find it!

2. They are on your 
mobile app and look 
for self serve answers 

In-App 
Support

Support solutions for key touchpoints

Reduce Inbound Support Requests

Your Knowledge Graph
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COLLECT ORGANIZE ANSWER

CHATBOT

VOICE

AI 
SEARCH 

MOBILE

3RD 
PARTY

WEB

Help 
Articles FAQs

Videos

Agents

Products

Organize your information and deliver answers 
wherever your customers and agents search

Knowledge Graph



Yext Support Search integrates seamlessly 
with leading Support Platforms



Trusted by the best
Thousands of brands use Yext to deliver cutting-edge experiences.

Financial Services Food Services Retail & CPG/DTC

Hospitality &
Real Estate

Healthcare Government &
Public Sector

Telecommunications



Questions?



To get a custom demo of Yext Support 
solutions contact: 

Joe Jorczak
jjorczak@yext.com

or visit  yext.com/demo

https://www.yext.com/demo


https://www.facebook.com/YextInc/
https://www.instagram.com/yextinc/
https://twitter.com/yext
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yext/

